TC-508 ARROW ALUMINUM DUMPING FLAT FOR PICKUPS & CHASSIS

ARROW WEIGHS LESS THAN 800 LBS, COMES COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED, AND MOUNTS ON YOUR TRUCK FRAME WITH NO CUTTING OR WELDING

TC-508 ARROW FEATURES & OPTIONS

- Made of heat treated T-6 aluminum extrusion
- 3 stage telescopic cylinder for low-mount & efficiency
- Cabguard and truck-specific mounting kit standard
- Deck height is 9-3/8” above frame - low CG
- Pre-installed LED marker lights with wiring harness
- Lined stake pockets in rub rail tops—can be omitted
- Tongue-in-groove floor planks are 1/8” thick on top
- Load rating of ARROW is 200 lbs/sf
- Standard 4” aluminum long-sills

- **Options**: Flush D-rings, Diamond aluminum splash guards, Mud flaps, Polished stainless BAWER® toolboxes, Poly fenders, External rub-rail, Alum rack sets - 6”, 12”, 18”, 24”, Alum step bumper, Tailskirt w/STT & BU lights, Drop-sides w/hinged tailgate

MAKE YOUR SRW PICKUP OR CHASSIS INTO A LOW-MOUNT FLATBED WITH 7,000 LB DUMP CAPACITY*

*NEVER EXCEED THE GVWR RATING OF YOUR VEHICLE

TruckCraft Corporation
Chambersburg, PA
1-800-755-3867
www.TruckCraft.com

Vehicle shown with dealer customizations not available from TruckCraft.

TC-508 drb 2211